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1.0 Introduction 
A Mars Sample Return mission is the highest priority science mission for the next decade 
recommended by the recent Decadal Survey of Planetary Science, the key community input 
process that guides NASA‘s science missions.   A feasibility study was conducted of a potentially 
simple and low cost approach to Mars Sample Return mission enabled by the use of new 
commercial capabilities.  Previous studies of MSR have shown that landing an all up sample 
return mission with a high mass capacity lander is a cost effective approach.   The approach 
proposed is the use of a SpaceX Dragon capsule to land the launch vehicle system that would 
return samples to Earth.  This paper describes the mission and technology requirements impact 
on the launch vehicle system design, referred to as the Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV). 
2.0 Objective and Technical Approach 
The objective of this study is to determine the mission and technology requirements impact 
on the MAV design by performing a conceptual design of several candidate configurations to 
establish baseline designs, and then executing sensitivity and technology trade studies on these 
baseline concepts.  A set of mass estimating relationships (MERs) at the subsystem level were 
developed for this class of vehicle, and integrated into a vehicle synthesis code for computing 
mass and volume, and performing vehicle closure to meet mission requirements.  These MERs 
included the expected elements such as structures, power system, propulsion system, nose 
fairing, thermal insulation, actuation devices, guidance and communication. 
 
 A parametric set of candidate outer mold-line (OML) configurations were defined and 
associated geometric characteristics determined.  Aero and aero-thermal databases were 
developed for each OML configuration.  Preliminary selection of the propulsion system was 
selected and initial trajectory optimization preformed to establish total ΔV requirements.   
 
Baseline deigns were established for two Mars Sample Return architectural approaches: 
launching an inert or powered ERV to low Mars orbit, and launching a powered ERV to escape 
velocity, with the ERV providing the remaining  ΔV for trans-earth injection/capture.  With these 
baseline designs determined, trade studies on mission requirements and alternate technology 
approaches were performed. 
3.0 Mission Requirements 
The mass and volume available for the launch stack (MAV and ERV) contained within 
Dragon depends on the possible mass/volume that can be landed by Dragon.  Preliminary 
analysis has indicated that Dragon could land up to 2000 kg at terrain elevations between -1 and 
+ 1.6 km elevation.  The Dragon user manual shows that the central internal volume is 
approximately1.2 m diameter and 4+ m length.  The landed mass and size provide boundary 
conditions for the other elements of the study, imposes unique requirements and considerations 
on the MAV design 
 
The Mars Ascent vehicle (first stage) was designed for an assumed single stage to orbit or 
escape C3=0 or points in-between.    The launch point was 0m MOLA altitude, 0º Latitude and 0º 
Longitude, heading due East.  A 5% reserve for ascent propellants was assumed. 
 
 Payload volume was based on an assumed payload density, which in turn was a function of 
the type of ERV propulsion concept.  The MAV was sized to provide sufficient internal volume to 
accommodate propellants and payload volume, with an assumed packing efficiency to provide 
sufficient internal volume of other subsystems.  
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4.0 Assumptions and Ground Rules 
The MAV was sized for each value of total ΔV and assumed payload mass using a set of 
assumptions and ground rules.  These assumptions are based on best practices and experience 
for the conceptual design phase. 
 
Load bearing structures, including forward and aft compartments, and inter-tank were 
assumed to be high temperature thermo-plastic composites, skin-stringer stiffened semi-
moncoque construction.    A design load of 5.0 axial Earth g‘s (launch from Earth) was used to 
size the load bearing structure, with a safety factor of 1.4 on loads and a knock-down factor of 
0.80 on stiffness.  Non-load bearing aeroshell structure was assumed to be min-gauge (5 plies) 
thermo-plastic.  Secondary structure was assumed to be 10% of primary structure. 
Propellant tanks were also assumed to be high temperature thermo-plastic composites with a 
liner, and were sized using historical weight trends.  A 20% reduction in tank mass was used to 
account for composite construction, as opposed to metal tanks used in the historical correlation 
for tank weights.  A factor of safety of 2.0 was used for tank internal pressure.  A 5% ullage 
volume was assumed for all propellant tanks.  For hypergolic propellants, a low ullage pressure 
of 5psig was used, while for cryogenic tanks a tank pressure of 25 psig was assumed.  For 
pressure feed propellant systems, tank pressure was 20% higher than the thrust chamber 
pressure to account for total pressure losses the feed system.  Because of low tank pressure, 
hypergolic tanks were assumed to have a dome eccentricity of 0.90 (relatively ―flat‖ domes) to 
improve overall vehicle packing efficiency, while higher pressure tanks (cryogenic propellants 
and pressure-feed systems) used a tank dome eccentricity of 0.707. 
 
Because of the relatively benign aeroheating environments for Mars launch, minimum gauge 
P-45 cork was applied to the spherical nose cap region for thermal protection.  Base closeout 
TPS consisted of 0.25 inches of P-45 cork.  Cryogenic tank insulation was assumed to be light-
weight closed-cell foam and was sized to provide 15 minute pre-launch hold time to prevent CO2 
condensation on the tank exterior walls. 
 
Rocket engine performance was computed assuming chemical equilibrium in the combustor 
and up to the nozzle throat.  Downstream of the throat, the nozzle flow was assumed to be 
chemically frozen (i.e.  combustion product constituent mole fractions fixed at the throat values).  
Propellant initial temperature was assumed to be -10°C for hypergolic propellants and at normal 
boiling point for cryogenic propellants.  Based on preliminary ascent trajectory optimizations, a 
liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 2.5 was used.  Propellant oxidizer-to-fuel ratio was optimized for 
maximum engine specific impulse and nozzle expansion ratio for minimum launch mass.  Startup 
propellant was computed assuming 2.0 seconds of engine ignition time. 
 
Lithium-ion batteries were used for prime power and assumed power density of 0.056 watts 
per pound with a 20% power margin applied.  Five controller functions were used at 0.1kW per 
channel.  A total ascent time of 300 seconds was used to size battery mass.  Controller mass 
was assumed to be 1.0 lb each.  Engine thrust vector control was achieved using a pressurized 
helium pneumatic system.  For DHCC, a total mass allocation of 1.0 kg was assumed, while 
GN&C and Data Processing system mass was charged to the ERV.  A weight growth allowance 
of 30% was used for all dry mass elements. 
5.0 Initial Baseline Configuration Selection 
As a starting point, an initial design was selected as the baseline vehicle, including engine 
type, propellant selection, structural arrangement and outer mold line configuration. In 
anticipation of overall vehicle length constraints imposed by the landing capsule, a single stage-
to-orbit architecture was selected.  Integration of multi-stage configuration into a single stack 
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could result in increased overall vehicle length even with the benefit of reduced total ascent 
propellant mass fraction. 
5.1 Baseline Engine 
The significance of a high performance rocket engine is demonstrated in Figure 5.1.1, where 
the burn-out mass fraction (essentially the vehicle dry mass plus payload) is plotted versus 
engine specific impulse for two ascent total required delta-V, orbital at 4150 m/sec and escape 
C3=0 at 5500 m/sec.  As engine specific impulse is increased, the mass fraction for dry mass 
and payload increase.  The higher the required total delta-V, the higher the propellant mass 
fraction, hence lower payload plus dry mass fraction.  For the C3=0 case in particular, specific 
impulse on the order of roughly 340 seconds allows for achievable mass fractions on the order of 
20%, hence reasonable payload mass fractions. 
 
Based on the requirement for relatively high engine specific impulse and the consideration of 
single-stage-to-orbit dictated by overall vehicle length constraints, a hypergolic, pressure-feed, 
gas-generator cycle engine was selected as the baseline concept.  As a reference engine, the 
XLR-132 engine was selected, with an engine specific impulse of 347 seconds, combustor 
pressure of 1500 psi and an engine thrust-to-weight ratio of approximately 33.  During the vehicle 
sizing process, the engine was scaled up or down to match the required lift-off vehicle thrust-to-
weight ratio. 
 
An initial engine trade study was conducted to assess the impact of the overall nozzle 
expansion ratio on the vehicle closure mass.  As the expansion ratio is increased, the engine 
performance as measured by specific impulse increases, however the nozzle becomes larger 
and the engine weight increases.  In addition for this particular application, the higher expansion 
ratio results in a longer engine length, and hence potentially a longer over vehicle length, 
perhaps being constrained by the overall vehicle length limits imposed by the landing capsule.  
Upper limits on nozzle expansion ratio were imposed to prevent an over expanded nozzle on the 
surface of Mars.  Appendix A presents impact of nozzle expansion ratio on engine performance 
characteristics, dimensions and weight. 
 
Figure 5.1.2 presents the propellant mass fraction and overall body length as a function of 
engine expansion ratio.  As the expansion ratio is increased, the engine specific impulse 
increases due to more optimal nozzle performance resulting in lower required propellant fraction, 
while overall closed vehicle length also increases due to increased nozzle length.  The resultant 
closed vehicle gross liftoff mass and vehicle dry mass is presented in Figure 5.1.3 as a function 
of engine nozzle expansion ratio.  As the nozzle expansion ratio is increased, the vehicle dry 
mass also increases due to heavier engine mass associated with a larger nozzle. However there 
is a bucket in the gross liftoff mass with expansion ratio, with higher propellant mass and lower 
dry mass for lower expansion ratios versus reduced propellant mass and increased dry mass at 
higher expansion ratios.  The overall trend in gross liftoff mass is fairly flat, with roughly a 1.5 % 
variation over the range of nozzle expansion ratios analyzed.   If the overall vehicle length 
becomes a constraint, only a modest penalty in gross liftoff mass will occur. 
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Figure 5.1.1 Burn-out mass fraction versus engine specific impulse 
Figure 5.1.2 Propellant fraction and overall body length versus engine expansion ratio 
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Figure 5.1.3 Gross liftoff mass and dry mass versus engine expansion ratio 
5.2 Candidate Body Geometries 
In order to define the design space for the general configuration of the MAV, three fore body 
shapes were selected, with the body fineness ratio (defined as body diameter divided by body 
length) varied parametrically from a range of approximately 0.2 to 0.44, and are presented in 
Figure 5.2.1.  For each shape, a surface grid was generated, consisting of a triangulated mesh 
ranging for roughly 5,000 to 15,000 triangles.  Body diameter, wetted area and internal volume 
as a function of axial coordinate were computed and used in the vehicle sizing code closure 
process. 
 
An initial trade study was conducted to assess the impact of body fineness ratio on closed 
vehicle mass and dimensions.  Figure 5.2.2 presents sized vehicle overall length and surface 
wetted area as a function of body fineness ratio.  As the fineness ratio is increased, both closed 
vehicle length and wetted area decrease.  The variation in closed gross liftoff mass and vehicle 
dry mass are shown in Figure 5.2.3, with a general trend in lower gross and dry mass with 
increasing fineness ratio.  Meeting the possible constraint on overall vehicle length can be 
addressed by going to a lower fineness ratio with only small impacts on gross liftoff and vehicle 
dry mass. 
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Figure 5.2.1 Parametric body shapes 
 
Figure 5.2.2 Overall vehicle length and total wetted area versus body fineness ratio 
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Figure 5.2.3 Overall vehicle length and total wetted area versus body fineness ratio 
5.3 Aerodynamics & Aerothermodynamics 
Using the surface grids for each of the three parametric shapes, aerodynamic and 
aerothermodynamic databases were generated for each shape.  The aerodynamic database 
consisted of lift and drag coefficient as a function of Mach number, angle-of-attack and free-
stream dynamic pressure.  Both engineering-based analysis (References 1 and 2) and Euler 
CFD codes (Reference 3) were used to compute the aerodynamic coefficients for each shape.  
The Euler code was used for subsonic, transonic and low supersonic Mach numbers, while the 
engineering code was run for super and hyper sonic flight conditions.  For trade studies that 
involve forebody shape variations, the aerodynamic coefficients were linearly interpolated with 
body fineness ratio.  
 
Figure 5.3.1 presents drag coefficient as a function of angle-of-attack and Mach number.  For 
Mach 2.0, both CBAero and Cart3D solutions are shown. The reference area is the cross-
sectional area of the body. There is good agreement between the two codes for Mach =2.0, with 
the drag coefficient higher for the engineering-based model due to viscous drag included.  The 
aerodynamics predicted by CBAero are presented in Figures 5.3.2 through 5.3.4 across the 
supersonic/hypersonic Mach number range.  The effect of the viscous drag at low dynamic 
pressure on the drag coefficient can be seen in Figure 5.3.2.  The aerodynamic database was 
formatted and provided to the trajectory analysis model to compute lift and drag along the 
trajectory.  As will be discussed below, the aerodynamic impacts on the ascent trajectory are 
small, due primarily to the low atmospheric density on Mars. Further details of the CFD solutions 
are presented in Appendix C. 
 
The aero-thermal database was generated using CBAero and consisted of surface pressure, 
surface shear, convective heat transfer coefficient and recovery enthalpy as a function of Mach 
number, angle-of-attack and free-stream dynamic pressure.  Preliminary estimates of the aero 
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heating environment were conducted to assess the relative importance of the aero-thermal 
environment for ascent.  The initial analysis indicated that the aero heating environment for the 
ascent trajectory was rather benign and there would be minimal thermal protection system 
requirements for the MAV, due again to the low atmospheric density.  Sample aero heating 
results are presented in Appendix C. 
 
Figure 5.3.1 Drag coefficient versus angle-of-attack and Mach number 
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Figure 5.3.2 CBAero predicted zero-lift drag coefficient versus  Mach number and 
free stream dynamic pressure 
 
Figure 5.3.3 CBAero predicted drag coefficient versus angle-of-attack and Mach 
number for dynamic pressure = 0.005 bars 
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Figure 5.3.4 CBAero predicted lift coefficient versus angle-of-attack and Mach 
number for dynamic pressure = 0.005 bars 
5.4 General Arrangement and Tank Configuration  
With potential overall MAV body length constrained by the entry capsule internal volume, a 
nested tank configuration was selected for the internal arrangement.  Similar to a common 
bulkhead design, the forward tank aft dome is accommodated within a recessed aft tank forward 
dome but with a purge gap between the two tanks.  The inter-tank section is eliminated and the 
overall vehicle length is reduced.  The mated tanks are structural members carrying pressure, 
axial and bending loads.  Thrust loads from the rocket engine are transmitted through a thrust 
structure and introduced to a load bearing aft compartment, which in turn transmits the thrust 
loads into the aft tank.  The general arrangement is presented in Figure 5.4.1.  A forward skirt 
transitions from the domed tank section into the fore body, which is the fairing for the ERV 
payload, including a payload adapter.  The nested tank internal configuration is shown in Figure 
5.4.2.  The oxidizer tank is forward, resulting in forward axial center-of-gravity, reducing engine 
gimbal requirement for trim. 
 
High temperature polymer matrix composite thermo-plastic (PEEK) was chosen for the 
material for the aero-shell, tank (with a liner), aft compartment and thrust structure.  The aft 
compartment and tanks were sized based on loads using mass estimating relationships (see 
below) and the forward aero-shell assumed to be minimum gauge skin-stringer stiffened 
structure, consisting of 5 skin plies + stiffeners, with an areal mass of  1.04 kg/m2. 
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Figure 5.4.1 MAV general arrangement 
 
Figure 5.4.2 MAV internal arrangement 
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5.5 Mass Estimating Relationships 
The mass of the vehicle subsystems was computed using mass estimating relationships 
(MER‘s), taken from various sources (References 4, 5, 6, 5 and 8).  Generally, the MER‘s are 
based on historical data correlated to pertinent design parameters for existing launch vehicles.  
The scale of the MAV concept was found to be typically at the low end of the correlated data, or 
completely outside the data range, resulting in some extrapolation for certain subsystem 
elements.  An example (taken from Reference 5) is presented in Figure 5.5.1 for the unit areal 
mass of the inter-tank and aft compartment, based on unit axial load, body diameter and material 
property.  The range of the axial loads for the MAV configuration is indicated in the lower left 
hand corner.  Knowing the inertial load at the maximum 5.0 Earth‘s axial acceleration and apply 
a factor-of-safety = 1.4, the areal weight of the aft compartment is computed from Figure 5.5.1 
and multiplied by the wetted area of the aft compartment to obtain its mass. 
 
In addition to structural and tank mass, MER‘s were assembled from the above references 
for other subsystems, including induced environments,  auxiliary systems (separation systems), 
main propulsion (main engines, feed/pressurization and controls), prime power systems 
(batteries and pneumatic systems for engine control), power conversion and distribution and data 
handling/communication/control (DHCC).  Figure 5.5.2 presents the mass scaling model for the 
main propulsion engine, with engine thrust-to-weight ratio value plotted as a function of engine 
thrust.  Generally the engine thrust-to-weight goes down in decreasing thrust level, reflecting the 
impact of minimum gauge on smaller engines.  The engines shown in Figure 5.5.2 are generally 
pressure-feed OMS/RCS engines.  The reference XLF-132 pump feed engine is also plotted.  
The mass of the scaled pump-feed engine was then computed using the required vacuum thrust 
and the shifted trend line of engine thrust-to-weight versus engine thrust (shifted to pass through 
the XLR-132 data point, but having the same slope). 
 
Figure 5.5.1 Inter-tank and aft compartment structure mass estimate model (taken 
from Reference 5) 
MAV Load Range
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Figure 5.5.2 Rocket engine weight-to-thrust ratio versus engine thrust 
6.0 Trajectory 
The ascent trajectory for the MAV was simulated using POSTII (Reference 9).  Aerodynamic 
tables of lift and drag coefficient were provided as a function of Mach number, dynamic pressure 
and angle-of-attack. Rocket engine performance model consisted of engine vacuum specific 
impulse and nozzle exit area.  The 3 DOF trajectory was optimized for maximum burn-out mass, 
with control parameters of angle-of-attack, bank angle and liftoff vehicle thrust-to-weight.  The 
Mars GRAM atmospheric model 2001 was used.  The launch point was 0m MOLA altitude, 0º 
Latitude and 0º Longitude, heading due East.  Constraints on maximum dynamic pressure, 
maximum q-alpha and final altitude were imposed.  Three orbital ascent trajectories were 
computed: 100 X 100 km, 100 X 500 km, and 500 X 500 km and C3=0 at 500 km, the total ΔV 
calculated for each. 
 
Figures 6.1 through 6.5 present the optimized ascent trajectory history for the 100 X 500 km 
orbital case.  Figure 6.1 and 6.2 present altitude as a function of Mach number and time, 
respectively.  Ascent time is approximately 265 seconds.  The dynamic pressure time history is 
shown in Figure 6.3, with a maximum value of 250 Pa, which occurs at approximately Mach = 
1.6.  The total acceleration as a function of time is presented in Figure 6.4, with a burn out 
maximum 5.3 Mars g‘s.  Figure 6.5 presents the optimal control for the MAV ascent trajectory, 
with angle-of-attack and bank angle shown as a function of time.  The vehicle is banked to a 
―heads-down‖ attitude, initiated at roughly 30 seconds after liftoff. 
 
Table 1 summarizes the total ΔV required for the three orbital and two escape cases.  Also 
noted is the final-to-initial mass ratio required for each, assuming an engine specific impulse of 
343 seconds.  Finally, the relative velocity loss breakdown for the 100 X 500 km orbital and the 
escape trajectories are presented in Figures 6.6 and 6.7.  For both cases, the drag, thrust 
vectoring and atmospheric losses are all small. 
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Table 1 Ascent Velocities and mass fractions 
 
 
Figure 6.1 MAV ascent trajectory: Altitude versus time 
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Figure 6.2 MAV ascent trajectory: Altitude versus relative velocity 
 
Figure 6.3 MAV ascent trajectory: Dynamic pressure versus time 
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Figure 6.4 MAV ascent trajectory: Acceleration versus time 
 
Figure 6.5 MAV ascent trajectory: Dynamic pressure versus relative velocity 
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Figure 6.6 Orbital relative velocity loss breakdown 
 
Figure 6.7 Escape relative velocity loss breakdown 
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7.0 Baseline Configurations 
Two MAV architectures were initially examined, one to launch a prescribed payload  to orbital 
flight conditions for Mars orbital rendezvous, and a second to escape velocity conditions for 
Earth orbital rendezvous with an ERV upper stage as payload.  The payload mass was initially 
treated parametrically to capture the impact of the payload mass on the MAV design 
requirements.  These baseline configurations were then used as the reference point for the trade 
studies. 
7.1 Vehicle Closure 
Initial vehicle sizing was conducted using the assumptions stated above in Section 4.0 for the 
baseline configuration and engine, as described in Section 5.1 and 5.2.  Total ΔV‘s for orbital and 
escape missions presented in Section 6.0 where used for determining propellant fraction 
required.  A vehicle synthesis code was developed using the subsystem MER‘s and a first cut 
geometry/packing model to compute propellant fraction available.  For both the orbital and 
escape architectures, a range of payload masses were examined and the vehicle closed by 
matching propellant fraction required to propellant fraction available using the vehicle synthesis 
model. 
7.2 Orbital Architecture 
The Mar‘s orbital rendezvous architecture MAV places either an inert capsule (assumed 
mass of 20 kg) or a chemical powered ERV (mass ranging from say 80 to 200 kg) in low Mars 
orbit, with the required total ΔV = 4150 m/sec.  For either payload, an assumed payload density 
of 800 kg/m3 was used to compute the payload volume.  The MAV was then sized to provide 
sufficient payload, propellant tankage and subsystem mass and volume to perform the mission.  
Figure 7.2.1 presents the vehicle closure plot, showing propellant fraction required and 
propellant fraction available as a function of gross liftoff mass for a fixed payload requirement. 
The propellant fraction required is a function only of the required total ΔV and the engine specific 
impulse.  Due to the low density of the Martian atmosphere, hence low aerodynamic drag on 
ascent, the engine specific impulse and the vehicle specific impulse are almost the same and as 
a result the propellant fraction required becomes independent of the vehicle mass (size).  The 
intersection of the propellant fraction required and propellant fraction available represents a 
closed vehicle design.  As the payload requirement is increased the closure GLOM also 
increases, but so does the payload mass fraction, ranging from roughly 7% at 20kg payload 
mass to about 14% at 200 kg. 
 
An important characteristic of the vehicle design is the slope of the propellant fraction 
available at the intersection point.  As mission requirements or engine performance 
characteristics change, the propellant fraction required may shift up or down.  Subsystem 
technology or performance may also vary, resulting in a shift of the propellant fraction available 
curve.  If the slope of the propellant fraction available curve at the intersection point is shallow, 
small changes in either the propellant fraction available or propellant fraction required will result 
in relatively large shifts in the intersection point, hence relatively large changes in the closure 
mass.  The steeper the propellant fraction available curve at the intersection point, the less 
sensitive the vehicle closure mass to shifts in either propellant fraction curve.  As seen in Figure 
7.2.1, the slope of the propellant fraction available curve tends to decrease with increasing 
GLOM.  Hence, at higher payload mass requirements, both the required vehicle launch mass 
increases and the design becomes more sensitive to mission requirements or technology 
performance. 
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Another measure of design robustness is often presented in terms of a ―growth factor‖: the 
amount the vehicle will grow for every additional kilogram of mass required to be carried to orbit.  
Table 2 summarizes the salient characteristics, including some subsystems masses, dry mass 
and gross liftoff mass, dimensions and growth factor of the orbital architecture for the various 
payload requirements.  For the orbital architecture concepts, every kilogram added is roughly 6 
more kilograms of gross liftoff mass. 
 
Figure 7.2.1 Orbital architecture closure point versus GLOM and payload mass 
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Table 2. Orbital architecture characteristics 
 
7.3 C3=0 Architecture 
The Mars‘ escape architecture MAV accelerates an ERV (mass ranging from say 20 to 120 
kg) to C3 = 0, with the required total ΔV = 5500 m/sec.  For this mission, it was assumed that the 
ERV would be solar-electric powered (SEP), rather than chemical powered used for the orbital 
architecture concept.  An assumed payload density of 240 kg/m3 was used to compute the 
payload volume, reflecting the less compact SEP configuration. 
 
Figure 7.3.1 presents the vehicle closure plot, showing propellant fraction required and 
propellant fraction available as a function of gross liftoff mass for a fixed payload requirement.  
Again, the intersection of the propellant fraction required and propellant fraction available 
represents a closed vehicle design.  As the payload requirement is increased, the closure GLOM 
also increases, but so does the payload mass fraction, ranging from roughly 2.6% at 20kg 
payload mass to about 5.7% at 120 kg.  Table 3 summarizes the salient characteristics, including 
some subsystems masses, dry mass and gross liftoff mass, dimensions and growth factor of the 
orbital architecture for the various payload requirements.  For the escape architecture concepts, 
the growth factor in on the order of 13 kg added for every additional 1 kg, roughly twice that of 
the orbital architecture concepts.  For the baseline 120 kg payload design, Figure 7.3.2 presents 
overall vehicle dimensions. 
134.2100.282.151.5Dry Mass, kg
1400.925.0681.8302.2GLOW, kg
3.693.182.842.11Length, m
0.840.730.660.50Diameter, m
5.9
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120 kg
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20 kg
9.612.3Dry Mass fraction, %
5.86.1Growth Factor
47.733.1Main Propulsion, kg
38,626.8Main Engine, kg
29.315.8 Total Structure, kg
21.311.3 Tanks, kg
200 kg80 kgPayload Mass
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Figure 7.3.1 C3=0 architecture closure mass versus GLOM and payload mass 
C3=0 Architecture: Delta_V = 5500 m/sec
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Table 3. Escape architecture characteristics 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3.2 C3=0, 120 kg payload MAV dimensions 
8.0 Trade Studies 
With the baseline MAV designs established, trade studies were conducted to look at alternate 
design approaches and technologies.  The goal was to explore the design space and identify the 
most promising configurations and candidate technologies and determine design sensitivities.  
168.9135.581.5Dry Mass, kg
21001565744GLOW, kg
4.463.992.98Length, m
1.020.950.69Diameter, m
12.8
8.6
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41.2
35.4
26.3
120 kg
8.011.0Dry Mass fraction, %
12.213.8Growth Factor
60.834.6Main Propulsion, kg
49.127.9Main Engine, kg
46.218.2Total Structure, kg
33.913.7Tanks, kg
200 kg80 kgPayload Mass
4.13 m
2.80 m
1.094 m 0.558 m
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The trade studies were typically conducted for one payload class, rather than over the range of 
assumed payload masses. 
8.1 Number of Engines 
The baseline configuration consisted of a single gimbaled engine with pneumatic thrust 
vectoring control.  An alternate configuration is to use multiple expansion nozzles with a common 
power head, and variable engine thrust to achieve pitch and yaw control.  Roll control would 
continue to use gas-generator exhaust flow.  A 15% penalty in power head mass was assumed 
for multiple engine feeds, and the weight of the thrust structure increases with the number of 
engines.  The trade study was conducted for the C3=0 architecture. 
 
Table 4 presents a comparison between the baseline single engine and a 3 and 4 engine 
nozzle configuration for a fixed liftoff mass of 2100 kg.  The total thrust for all three configurations 
is the same.  The multiple engine design approach results overall engine length significantly 
shorter, but still allows engine integration into the base region of the vehicle without requiring any 
aft skirt fairing.  Thrust structure and aft compartment mass increase with number of engines, 
while engine heat shield and base close-out TPS decrease due to reduced wetted areas.  Engine 
total mass and propellant feed system mass show little variation. The biggest mass savings for 
the multiple engine configuration is in the elimination of the engine gimbal control and associated 
pneumatic prime power elements.  For the fixed launch mass, the 3 and 4 engine configurations 
save roughly 4% in dry mass, with the 3 engine configuration having a slight edge in propellant 
fraction available.  From a closed mass perspective, the multiple engine configuration saves 
approximately 5% in liftoff mass. 
Table 4 Number of Engine comparison 
 
37.5937.5938.85Engine Thrust-to-Weight
4882.5651019530Engine Thrust, Nt
0.279 / 0.5100.322 / 0.5880.558 / 1.019Engine Diameter/Length, m
81.081.180.7Propellant Fraction Available, %
165.2164.5172.12Dry Mass, kg
0.0.2.73Prime Power, Pneumatics mass, kg
0.0.6.82Engine Gimbal/Control mass, kg
1.421.451.66Propellant Feed System mass, kg
52.9252.9251.12Main Engine Mass, kg
0.720.962.89Base Close-out TPS mass, kg
0.300.411.22Engine Heat Shield mass, kg
3.063.131.48Aft Compartment mass, kg
10.799.796.67Thrust Structure mass, kg
0.7360.7520.355Aft Compartment wetted area, m2
0.8040.7911.079Thrust Structure wetted area, m2
0.2110.2160.103Aft Compartment Length, m
0.1990.1950.31Thrust Structure length, m
431No. Engines
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8.2 Pressure-Feed Propulsion System 
The baseline engine concept is a gas-generator cycle with turbo-pump propellant feed.  This 
design approach results in significant tank mass savings due to the lower required tank pressure.  
For the small payload mass (20kg inert capsule), the sized MAV vehicle is in 200 to 300 kg class 
range, resulting in engine thrust levels on the order of ~2000 nt.  This represents a scaling of the 
engine down to approximately 15% of baseline XLR-132 engine thrust level.  Scaling a turbo-
pump feed engine by a factor of 7 may incur significant performance penalties, which were not 
modeled in the current study.  As a result, a pressure-feed propulsion system was studied and 
two vehicle classes were evaluated: 1) 20kg payload orbital vehicle, and 2) 120 kg payload 
orbital vehicle.  For each design the effect of chamber pressure and nozzle expansion ratio were 
assessed.  Both cases utilize hypergolic propellants. 
 
Appendix A presents the impact of chamber pressure and nozzle expansion ratio on engine 
specific impulse, thrust per unit exit area and engine mass.  For the 20 kg payload mass, Figure 
8.2.1 presents the propellant mass fraction required as a function of the chamber pressure.  
There is a modest increase in the engine specific impulse with higher chamber pressure, hence 
a modest reduction of the propellant fraction required.  For the closed vehicle, the overall vehicle 
length decreases with increasing chamber pressure ratio (see Figure 8.2.2), reflected directly to 
the increase in thrust per unit area at higher chamber pressure, hence a smaller, shorter engine.  
The trend flattens out at higher chamber pressures as a result of body length increases at the 
higher pressures.  Figure 8.2.3 shows tank, pressurization system and engine mass as a 
function of thrust chamber pressure.  As the pressure increases, the tank mass and 
pressurization system mass increase, while the engine mass decreases due to a physically 
smaller engine at higher chamber pressure, even thought the unit area mass of the engine 
increases with chamber pressure.  Finally, Figure 8.2.4 presents closed dry mass and gross 
liftoff mass as function of chamber pressure.  The offsetting effects of tank and pressurization 
system mass versus engine mass results in a minimum of both dry and gross mass, occurring 
near a chamber pressure of 200 psi. 
 
Table 5 summarizes the comparison of the pump-feed versus the pressure feed engine 
system.  The tank mass and pressurization system are significantly higher for the pressure feed 
system compared to the pump feed design, with the main engine mass only slightly heavier.  The 
resulting dry mass for the pressure feed system is also significantly higher, with the propellant 
fraction only slightly higher.  The close gross liftoff mass is on the order of 60% heavier and 40% 
longer.  For the20 kg payload class, both concepts are comfortably below the maximum landed 
payload mass limit, and the pressure feed concept would be viable if the engine scaling issues 
associated with the pump feed system become limiting. 
 
The pressure feed trade study was repeated for a 230 kg payload mass requirement, and a 
slightly higher required total ΔV (See Section 9.2).  At this scale, the pressure feed system is 
almost twice the gross liftoff mass as the equivalent pump feed system.  As the propellant tanks 
become large, the tank mass increases rapidly and the dry mass and gross mass grow 
significantly.  Figure 8.2.6 shows closed dry mass and gross liftoff mass as a function of chamber 
pressure.  Dry mass is fairly insensitive to chamber (i.e. propellant tank pressure), and a 
minimum in gross mass occurs somewhat below 200 psi.  Figure 8.2.7 presents overall vehicle 
length as a function of engine chamber pressure, with significantly longer vehicles at the lower 
engine pressure.  Table 6 summarizes the comparison of the two concepts for the 230 kg 
payload mass.  The pressure feed systems becomes noncompetitive with the pump feed system 
and violates the maximum allowable landed mass and vehicle overall length by roughly 50%. 
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Figure 8.2.1 Propellant fraction required versus chamber pressure 
 
Figure 8.2.2 Overall vehicle length versus chamber pressure 
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Figure 8.2.3 Tank, pressurization and engine mass versus chamber pressure 
 
Figure 8.2.4 GLOW and dry mass versus chamber pressure 
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Table 5. Pump feed versus pressure feed system comparison 
 
 
Figure 8.2.5 GLOW and dry mass versus chamber pressure 
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Figure 8.2.6 Vehicle overall versus chamber pressure 
Table 6. 230 kg Payload mass pump feed versus pressure feed system comparison 
 
8.3 Cryogenic Propellant Trade 
The baseline propellant system is space storable hypergolic propellant with a turbo-pump 
feed engine.  A trade study was conducted to examine the impact of going to cryogenic fuels.  
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Appendix B presents the engine performance comparison various cryogenic propellants (Figure 
B2).  Table 7 compares the physical properties for various hydrocarbon and hypergolic 
fuel/oxidizer mixtures.  From an engine performance perspective, the methane/liquid oxygen 
combination provides the best choice and was selected for the trade study. 
 
Using the XLR-132 as the baseline engine and the 1-D rocket performance code, the 
hypergolic engine has an engine specific impulse of 343 seconds, compared to approximately 
370 seconds for the methane/liquid oxygen combination at the baseline engine chamber 
pressure and nozzle expansion ratio.  The higher engine specific impulse will result in a lower 
fuel fraction required, however the lower aggregate propellant density will result in a larger 
vehicle to contain the propellant.  The choice of the cryogenic fuels will also introduce design 
issues associated with the low temperature propellants.  Figure 8.3.1 presents the performance 
of 1.0 inch of a low-density rigid cryogenic insulation, plotting tank outer wall temperature as a 
function of time.   Condensation temperature of the atmospheric carbon dioxide is reached in 
roughly 15 minutes. 
 
Table 8 presents a comparison between the hypergolic and selected cryogenic propellants 
for a 200 kg payload mass and a total ΔV of 4250 m/sec.  Comparisons are also made for a 
single engine and a 3 engine configuration.  Due to lower propellant density, the fore-body 
fineness ratio was increased to reduce overall vehicle length, but does not violate the maximum 
allowed body diameter limit of 1.2 m.  The propellant fraction is lower for the methane/liquid 
oxygen propellant combination, due to the higher engine specific impulse noted above.  For the 
closed designs, the overall length of the cryogenic vehicle actually lees than that of the higher 
density hypergolic propellant, due mainly to closing a at lower mass.  The dry mass of the 
cryogenic vehicle is higher compared to the storable propellant design, due to higher surface 
area are required cryogenic tank insulation.  The closed gross liftoff mass is slightly lower for the 
methane/liquid oxygen propellant concept, by roughly only 5%. 
 
The propellant trade study was also repeated for the C3=0 architecture, for a payload mass of 
120 kg.  Table 9 presents a comparison for his mission.  Similar trends are found as for the lower 
total ΔV mission, with the methane/liquid oxygen concept having a higher dry mass of nearly 
20%, but a slightly lower gross liftoff mass, on the order of roughly 6%. 
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Table 7. Propellant properties 
 
Table 8.  Hypergolic and cryogenic performance comparison 
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3601.5793099433.55/3.0621―C5H12
35921.02729323.57/3.0601―C4H10
35778.52319203.6/3.0582―C3H8
341958111.4800.74.0/3.0423LOXCH4
Comb
Temp
(ºK)
V.P @ 
Room 
Temp 
(bars)
B.P
(ºK)
Prop
Density
@ O/FOpt
O/FS & 
O/FOpt
Density
(kg/m3)
OxidizerFuel
159.4164.1129.6138.2Dry Mass
0.39060.39060.31250.3125Opt D/LFB
200250250250Opt ε
1385141014351475GLOW
11.5111.649.039.37Dry Mass %
1.0531.0480.8620.858Diameter
3.383.683.363.84Length
0.6930.6950.7210.721Prop Fraction
3131No. Engines
CH4/LOXMMH/NTO
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Table 9. C3=0 comparison between hypergolic and cryogenic propellants 
 
9.0 Final Configurations 
During the course of this MAV conceptual design and technology requirements study, a 
concurrent effort focused on the conceptual design of the ERV, including total ΔV requirements 
and two propulsion systems options: 1) all chemical propulsion and 2) solar-electric propulsion.  
Two ERV designs evolved and preliminary mass and scale estimates were provided to the MAV 
design team.  For the chemical propulsion ERV, an optimal ΔV split of 50% MAV and 50% ERV 
was determined and the associated mass and volume of the ERV defined.  The MAV design 
closure process was repeated for the two finalized ERV concepts and the results presented here, 
along with the pressure-feed 20kg inert payload mass MAV design.  Table 10 presents a MEL 
weight statement and overall vehicle dimensions for the three MAV configurations. 
9.1 Inert Capsule to low Mars orbit rendezvous 
For the 20kg insert capsule Mars orbit rendezvous architecture, a pressure-feed single 
engine concept was selected for the final design.  The decision to go with pressure-feed engine 
was driven in part by the large down scaling range required for the baseline turbo-pump feed 
engine.  The second column of Table 10 presents the MEL mass statement for the inert capsule 
MAV, including subsystem mass and dry mass or gross mass fraction.  The high pressure 
1634.81791.7Propellant Mass, kg
5.093.84Propellant Feed & Press Mass, kg
1.135/1.2570.670/0.793Fuel/Oxidizer Volume, m3
39.6938.85Engine Thrust-to-Weight
47.1451.21Engine Mass, kg
1975.72099.6GLOW, kg
4.42 / 1.224.13 / 1.094Overall Body Length / Diameter, m
1836819530Engine Thrust, Nt
3.211.50Primary Structure, kg
78.380.7Propellant Fraction Available, %
206.07172.12Dry Mass, kg
6.476.82Engine Gimbal/Control mass, kg
1.451.66Propellant Feed System mass, kg
3.723.62Power Conversion & Dist Mass, kg
2.973.13Prime Power Mass, kg
6.906.67Thrust Structure mass, kg
59.7162.94Main Propulsion Mass
11.590.0Tank Insulation Mass. kg
26.3317.65Oxidizer Tank Mass, m
23.616.19Fuel Tank Mass, m
LOX/CH4MMH/NTOEngine Design
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propellant tanks dominate the total structural mass, with a mass fraction is 47% of the dry mass.  
Total dry mass is 48.5 kg, which is 15% of the gross liftoff mass.  Total propellant mass fraction 
is77.8%, which includes ascent propellant, reserves and engine start-up.  The payload mass 
fraction is 6.2%, with a gross liftoff mass of 325 kg.  The overall vehicle length is 2.18 meters and 
diameter 0.54 meters. 
9.2 Optimized ΔV Split Architecture 
For the chemical propulsion ERV, the MAV total ΔV is 4250 m/sec and the ERV mass is 230 
kg, with a volume of 0.25 m3.  The engine design is turbo pump-feed, 3 engine configuration with 
a engine nozzle expansion ratio of 200.  For the low pressure propellant tank concept, the 
structural dry mass fraction is 33% and the main propulsion system dry mass fraction is 43%.  
Total dry mass is 142 kg, which is ~9% of the gross liftoff mass.  Total propellant mass fraction 
is76.3%, which includes ascent propellant, reserves and engine start-up.  The payload mass 
fraction is 14.2%, with a gross liftoff mass of 1620 kg, well below the landed mass limit.  The 
overall vehicle length is 3.47 meters and diameter 0.89 meters, also below the length and 
diameter constraints. 
9.3 SEP Architecture 
For the SEP ERV, the MAV total ΔV is 5500 m/sec and the ERV mass is 110 kg, with a 
volume of 0.50 m3.  The engine design is turbo pump-feed, single engine configuration with a 
engine nozzle expansion ratio of 200.  The structural dry mass fraction is 35.4% (tank dry mass 
fraction is 25.9%) and the main propulsion system dry mass fraction is 47.2%.  Total dry mass is 
161 kg, which is 8.3% of the gross liftoff mass.  For the C3=0 mission, the total propellant mass 
fraction is 85.5%, which again includes ascent propellant, reserves and engine start-up.  The 
payload mass fraction is 5.6%, with a gross liftoff mass of 1968 kg, very close to the landed 
mass limit.  The overall vehicle length is 4.38 meters and diameter 1.02 meters. 
 
Trade studies on the number of engines (Section 8) suggest a reduction in gross liftoff mass 
on the order of 5% can be achieved by going to a multi-engine configuration.  The GLOW of the 
SEP architecture MAV could possibly be reduced to roughly 1900 kg, leaving only 100 kg for 
other landed payload elements.  Application of the cryogenic propellant could also provide further 
GLOW reduction.  The vehicle length exceeds the landing capsule length constraint.  Initial 
design sensitivity trade studies indicated low gross liftoff mass sensitivity to fore body diameter-
to-length ratio.  The fore body fineness are could therefore be increased to reduce the overall 
vehicle length to meet the 4.0 meter length constraint, meet the maximum diameter limit with 
modest gross liftoff mass increase. 
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Table 10. Final concepts mass statement and dimensions 
 
10.0 Conclusions & Recommendations 
A preliminary study was conducted to assess the impact of mission requirements and 
technology performance on the mass and size of various classes of Mars Ascent Vehicles, 
limited by allowable mass and volume of the landing capsule.  Trade studies were completed to 
define vehicle mass and scale sensitivity to engine/propellant type and configuration, fore body 
geometry, payload mass and total ΔV requirements. 
 
The volume/length constraints imposed on the MAV design resulted in a single stage-to-orbit 
architecture, and in turn the requirement for high performance, high thrust-to-weight rocket 
engine.  A high pressure turbo pump-feed, high expansion ratio engine utilizing storable 
hypergolic propellants was selected for the baseline main propulsion engine, with engine specific 
impulse of 340+ seconds and an engine thrust-to-weight ratio of 30+.  A nested tank design was 
chosen to eliminate the fuel/oxidizer inter-tank section, saving weight and reducing overall 
vehicle length.  Composite materials were selected for tanks, aft compartment and aeroshell 
construction based on potential weight savings.  Aerodynamic and aerothermal considerations 
do not significantly impact MAV performance and closure mass. 
 
For the inert 20 kg class payloads to low Mars rendezvous, a pressure-feed hypergolic 
engine easily meets the down mass and volume constraints imposed by the landing capsule.  A 
pump-feed concept has lower gross liftoff mass, however scaling of the baseline engine to meet 
thrust-to-weight requirements resulted in an engine size only 14% of the baseline engine.  The 
1 / 18,300 nts3 / 5025 nts3 / 1000 ntsEngine(s) and Thrust/Engine
47.2 (38.1%)43.2 (39.7%)8.6 (23.1%)Main Engine(s)
3.8 (3.0%)2.9 (2.6%)3.5 (8.7%)Feed & Pressurization
7.5 (6.0%)0.9 (0.8%)0.2 (0.4%)Engine Control, Purge & Install
3.0 (2.4%)0.4 (0.4%)0.4 (1.1%)Prime Power
3.7 (3.0%)3.4 (3.1%)3.0 (8.0%)Power Conversion/Distribution
1.0 (0,8%)1.0 (0.9%)1.0 (2.7%)DHCC
37.2 (30%)32.7 (30%)11.2 (30%)Contingency
161 (8.3%)141.8 (8.8%)48.5 (14.9%)Dry Mass, kg (%GLOW)
1682 (85.5)1237 (76.3%)252.6 (77.8%)Propellants, kg (%GLOW)
15.0 (0.8%)11.9 (0.7%)3.5 (1.5%)Residuals + Pressurants, kg (%GLOW)
110 (5.6%)230 (14.2%)20 (6.2%)Payload, kg (%GLOW)
19681620324.6Gross Liftoff Mass, kg
5500 / 110 kg4250 / 230 kg4150 / 20 kgΔVTOTAL/ERV Mass
5.8 (4.7%)12.1 (11.1%)1.1 (2.8%)Payload Adapter
4.5 (3.6%)2.5 (2.3%)0.9 (2.4)Induced Environments
9.5 (7.7%)18.7 (17.1%)2.6 (7.0%)Auxiliary (Separation) Systems
58.4 (47.2%)47.0 (43.1%)12.0 (32.2%)Main Propulsion
3.47 / 0.89
1.9 (1.7%)
7.1 (6.5%)
24.4 (22.4%)
2.8 (2.5%)
36.1 (33.1%)
Chemical Prop
3.7 (2.9%)0.6 (1.4%)Aeroshell
4.38 / 1.022.18 / 0.54Overall length/Diameter, m
6.2 (4.9%)1.7 (4.5%)Thrust Structure
32.0 (25.9%)13.4 ( 27.7%)Tanks
2.1 (1.7%)1.8 (4.7%)Primary + Secondary
43.8 (35.4%%)17.4 (46.7%)Total Structure, kg (% Dry Mass)
SEPInertERV Concept
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engine performance and mass scaling models may not accurately reflect engine performance at 
that scale. 
 
For propulsive ERV concepts in the 100 to 200+ kg mass class, the pump-feed engine 
concept is enabling technology.  Pressure-feed concepts are not competitive and significantly 
exceed mass and volume constraints.  For the optimal ΔV split architecture, storable hypergolic 
and cryogenic methane/oxygen concepts are equally competitive, with a slight gross mass edge 
for the cryogenic system and a lower dry mass for the hypergolic design.  The C3=0 baseline 
architecture marginally meets the mass and vehicle length constraints, but would leave little 
mass availability of other mission systems. 
 
Engine performance and mass characteristics have the biggest impact on the MAV design.  
The availability of a high performance, low mass turbo pump-feed engine in the proper thrust 
size is critical for the ERV class missions.  The application of accurate engine performance and 
mass estimation models are highly recommended to confirm and refine the present conceptual 
design performance predictions.  The mass estimating relationships used in the vehicle closure 
process for critical subsystems were based on much larger scale launch vehicles and often 
resulted in extrapolation of the design data base.  More physics-based analysis is also 
recommended for further preliminary design efforts for the MAV concepts.  Finally, a refined 
estimate of the landed payload capability of the entry capsule is recommended to assess the 
viability of the SEP ERV architecture. 
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Appendix A: Engine Trades 
A quasi-one dimensional rocket performance code was developed to predict engine 
performance as a function of chamber pressure, oxidizer-to-fuel ratio and nozzle expansion ratio.  
The equilibrium thermo-chemical model is based on the NASA Glenn CEA code (Reference 10), 
with addition subroutines developed to predict the thermodynamic properties of the nozzle flow 
assuming fixed mole fractions, i.e. frozen flow.  The mass, momentum and energy equations are 
solved over a finite area ratio control volume.  Based on published engine performance 
characteristics, the best match to the engine performance was obtained assuming frozen flow 
starting at the nozzle throat. 
 
For a mixture of hypergolic propellants, specifically MMH and NTO, the predicted engine 
performance, namely engine specific impulse and thrust per unit nozzle exit area is presented in 
Figures A1 and A2, respectively.  The oxidizer-to-fuel ratio has been optimized to produce 
maximum engine specific impulse, and has a fuel-rich value of 2.0. As presented in Figure A1, 
engine specific impulse increases with both increasing nozzle expansion ratio and increasing 
thrust chamber pressure.  Thrust per unit nozzle exit area is a nearly linear function of chamber 
pressure, and decreases with increasing nozzle expansion ratio. For a required amount of rocket 
engine thrust, the thrust per unit nozzle exit area is an indicator of the physical size of the engine, 
with engine size varying roughly inversely with nozzle expansion ratio. 
 
The reference engine selected was the Rocketdyne orbital-transfer XLR-132, a hypergolic, 
gas-generator, pump-feed engine.  The chamber pressure is 1500 psi and it has a nozzle 
expansion ratio of 400.  The predicted performance of the engine is within 0.5% of both specific 
impulse and thrust per unit nozzle exit area.  Weight scaling of the engine with expansion ratio 
was based on the XLR-132, with a nozzle unit mass of approximately 12.5 kg/m2. 
 
Using the XLR-132 as the baseline engine, trades on engine mass, thrust-to-weight 
characteristics and engine nozzle exit diameter as a function of expansion ratio and chamber 
pressure were conducted.  For a fixed engine thrust of approximately 12,000 nts, the engine 
mass, engine thrust-to-weight and nozzle exit diameter are presented in Figures A3 through A5.  
As both chamber pressure and nozzle expansion ratio are increased, engine mass and nozzle 
diameter decrease, while engine thrust-to-weight increase.  For the expansion ratio = 100, a 
minimum in the engine weight occurs around 600 to 800 psi 
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Figure A1. Engine specific impulse versus chamber pressure and nozzle expansion ratio. 
 
Figure A2. Engine thrust per unit nozzle exit area versus chamber pressure and 
nozzle expansion ratio. 
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Figure A3. Engine mass versus chamber pressure and nozzle expansion ratio. 
 
Figure A4. Engine diameter versus chamber pressure and nozzle expansion ratio. 
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Figure A5. Engine thrust-to-weight versus chamber pressure and nozzle expansion 
ratio. 
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Appendix B: Propellant Trades 
The baseline propellant selected was a storable hypergolic mixture of MMH and NTO.  
Alternate hypergolic fuels were also considered, including hydrazine and UDMH.  Figure B1 
shows the engine specific impulse for the three fuels with NTO at the optimum oxidizer-to-fuel 
mixture ratio as a function of nozzle expansion ratio.  Although hydrazine has the highest specific 
impulse and the mean propellant density is similar for all three fuel/oxidizer combinations, MMH 
was selected as the baseline propellant because the reference engine (XLR-132) utilizes MMH 
and the predicted engine performance could be anchored to the actual engine performance. 
 
Alternate hydrocarbon-based fuels with liquid oxygen were also considered.  Figure B2 
presents the engine specific impulse as a function of nozzle expansion ratio, a chamber pressure 
of 650 psi and an oxidizer-to-fuel mixture ratio of 3.0.  Methane provides a significantly higher 
specific impulse compared to the higher molecular weight hydrocarbons and was selected as the 
fuel of choice for the hydrocarbon-based propellants. 
 
Figure B1. Engine specific impulse versus nozzle expansion ratio for various 
hypergolic fuels with NTO. 
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Figure B2. Engine specific impulse versus nozzle expansion ratio for various 
hydrocarbon fuels with liquid oxygen 
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Appendix C: CFD Solutions & Aeroheating 
Cart3D was used to provide a preliminary aerodynamic analysis on the MAV vehicles. 
Cart3D solutions were computed for three candidate fore body shapes at subsonic, transonic 
and low supersonic flight conditions.  Cart3D is a high-fidelity inviscid analysis package for 
conceptual and preliminary aerodynamic design.  The adjoint mesh adaptive version of Cart3D 
was utilized allowing for a more automated set up of the inputs to the code and a more rapid 
arrival at reasonable solutions for a large range of flow conditions.  Geometry is input via an 
unstructured triangular mesh elements with the option of tagging to denote different regions (ex. 
aerodynamic, propulsion, base etc...).     Cart3D version v1.4.7_LINUX64—12.05.07 was used 
for the analysis in this report.  The MAV Rev2 geometry was analyzed  at Mach 0.5, 0.95, 1.05, 
1.5 and 2.0 at four angles of attack (0°, 2°, 5° and 10°) with a typical solution running to over 1.5 
million cells.  Force and moment histories for each of the grid cycles was monitored for 
convergence quality for each case. 
 
Figures C1 through C5 present Cart3D solutions at various Mach numbers and angles-of-
attack, and show surface pressure coefficient distributions and Mach number contours.   
Figure C6 summarizes the Euler solutions, plotting zero lift drag coefficient versus Mach 
number over the subsonic, transonic and low supersonic flight regimes. Figure C7 presents the 
pitching moment coefficient versus Mach number and angle-of-attack.  For the selected moment 
reference (roughly 50% of body length), the vehicle is statically unstable in pitch.  For the internal 
arrangement selected, with the oxidizer tank forward, the axial center-of-gravity shifts forward 
and the vehicle would be statically stable. 
 
A preliminary trajectory was computed and the resulting Mach number, angle-of-attack and 
free-stream dynamic pressure history was used to interpolate the aerothermal database to 
estimate the ascent heating environment.  Figures C8 and C9 summarized the heating 
environment, showing mission maximum heating rate distribution and mission integrated heat 
load, respectively.  Peak heating occurs at roughly Mach = 5.0 and dynamic pressure of 60 Pa.  
Stagnation point peak heating is on the order of only 0.5 W/cm2, and the integrated heat load is 
merely 0.5 MJ/m2.  Minimum gauge TPS on the nose cap region only (e.g. P-45 Cork) will be 
adequate.  Peak acreage radiation equilibrium wall temperatures are on the order of 390ºK, well 
below allowable temperatures for the selected structural material. 
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Figure C1.  Cart3D predicted subsonic Mach = 0.6 surface pressure distribution for 
the Rev0 geometry 
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Figure C2.  Cart3D predicted subsonic Mach = 0.5 surface pressure distribution and 
Mach number contours for the Rev2 geometry 
 
Figure C3.  Cart3D predicted Mach = 0.95 surface pressure distribution and Mach 
number contours for the Rev2 geometry 
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Figure C4.  Cart3D predicted  Mach = 2.0 surface pressure distribution and Mach 
number contours for the Rev2 geometry 
 
 
Figure C5.  Cart3D predicted Mach = 2.0 and angle-of-attack = 10.0° surface 
pressure distribution and Mach number contours for the Rev2 geometry 
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Figure C6. Zero-lift drag coefficient versus Mach number computed by CFD Euler code 
 
Figure C7. Cart3D predicted pitching moment coefficient versus angle-of-attack and 
Mach number contours for the Rev2 geometry 
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Figure C8.  Mission maximum convective heating distribution for Rev2 geometry 
 
Figure C9.  Mission integrated heat load for Rev2 geometry 
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